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Current Affairs of the Day 
COP-27 sets up loss and damage fund 

• Delegates at the UN’s climate 

conference in Sharm el-Sheikh, 

Egypt thrashed out an 

agreement to establish a loss 

and damage (L&D) fund to 

compensate the most vulnerable 

countries from climate-linked 

disasters. 

• Crucial questions — such as 

who will manage this fund, 

whether contributions are 

expected from large developing 

countries and what the fair share 

of contributors will be — have 

been left to a “transitional 

committee” that will make 

recommendations for the adoption of the fund. 

Incremental win: COP-27 commits to the compensation fund, but leaves important 

questions for later 

• The 27th edition of the United Nations Conference of the Parties was projected to be 

an ‘implementation’ COP that would have decisively resolved questions on how 

developed countries, responsible for the bulk of historical emissions, would make 

good on an old promise to provide developing countries $100 billion annually by 

2020.  

• And whether the world would commit to ending all categories of fossil fuel and not 

just coal. Despite hours of negotiations, these deadlocks remain.  

Loss and Damages (L&D): 

• COP-27 will certainly be remembered as the COP of Loss and Damages (L&D). A 

nearly three-decade-old movement, first initiated by the island nation of Vanuatu and 

the Alliance of Small Island States, has come to partial fruition.  
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• There will now be a 

dedicated fund to 

compensate the 

most vulnerable 

developing 

countries that are 

already bearing the 

brunt of climate 

change-linked 

natural disasters.  

• L&D refers to 

impacts of climate 

change that cannot 

be avoided either 

by mitigation 

(cutting greenhouse 

gas emissions) or 

adaptation 

(modifying practices to buffer against climate change impacts).  

• They also include not only economic damage to property but also loss of livelihoods, 

and the destruction of biodiversity and sites that have cultural importance. This 

broadens the scope for affected nations to claim compensation. 

• While there have been nominal commitments by Scotland and Wallonia (Belgium) to 

donate to such a fund, the estimated L&D is already over $500 billion.  

 

Small Island Developing States 

• Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are a distinct group of 38 UN Member States 

and 20 Non-UN Members/Associate Members of United Nations regional 

commissions that face unique social, economic and environmental vulnerabilities. 

• The three geographical regions in which SIDS are located are the Caribbean, the 

Pacific, and the Atlantic, Indian Ocean and the South China Sea (AIS).  

• SIDS were recognized as a special case both for its environment and development at 

the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio 

de Janeiro, Brazil.  
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• The aggregate population of all 

the SIDS is 65 million, slightly 

less than 1% of the world’s 

population, yet this group faces 

unique social, economic, and 

environmental challenges.  
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Punjab seeks ‘shorter duration’ paddy to reduce farm fire count 

• Punjab has sought the Centre’s help to shift to shorter-duration paddy varieties, which 

will give farmers a longer window to clear crop residue and help reduce pollution from 

stubble burning. 

• A widely-grown rice variety is ‘Pusa-44’, which takes 150 days to mature. The Punjab 

government has said it is willing to “de-notify” Pusa-44 — notorious for its hard 

stubble — if suitable shorter-duration alternatives with similar yields and costs of 

cultivation are made available to the state. 

The deadliest spell of pollution in all of South Asia: 

• Farmers in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, which are major paddy producers, set 

aflame paddy stalks around October to clear their fields for the next crop.  

• This burning releases millions of tonnes of smoke, carbon dioxide stored in plant 

biomass, toxins and planet-warming gases in the atmosphere. Some experts believe 

this to be the deadliest spell of pollution in all of South Asia. 

• To conserve groundwater, Punjab passed a law in 2009 – the Punjab Preservation of 

Subsoil Water Act – to ban rice planting before a set date announced by the 

government every season, so that paddy is grown when the monsoon arrives. 

• This pushed rice sowing from mid-May to mid-June. The move had unintended 

consequences. It shifted paddy harvesting to October from September, leaving farmers 

with very little time to sow the next crop – wheat.  

• Setting paddy stalks on fire became a quick and cheap way to clear fields, resulting in 

an intractable pollution crisis. 

MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. What is ‘friendshoring’? Discuss ways in which India can 

benefit from this strategy.  
 

MCQs 
Q1. Pusa decomposer is a quick composting solution based on  

a. Bacterial culture 

b. Fungal culture 

c. Yeast culture 

d. Earthworm based composting solution 

 


